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Abstract—In this article a data driven approach for the
classification of simultaneously occurring faults in an induction
motor is presented. The problem is treated as a multi-label
classification problem with each label corresponding to one
specific fault, using the power-set approach. The faulty
conditions examined, include the existence of a broken bar fault
and the presence of mixed eccentricity with various degrees of
static and dynamic eccentricity. For the feature extraction stage,
the time-frequency representation, resulting from the application
of the short time Fourier transform of the start-up current is
exploited. The proposed approach is validated using simulation
data with promising results.

Harmonic (LSH), which is given for k = 1 and taking the
minus sign in eq. 1: ( (1 − 2 ⋅ s ) f s ) [9], is the most extensively
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As it can be observed, both frequency groups depend on the
slip. This observation triggered the development of methods
that rely on the analysis of these components during start-up, a
period at which the slip varies from one to a value usually close
to zero, within a short period of time. This rapid evolution
makes the faulty components “draw” quite distinctive patterns
in the time-frequency plane. In the case of broken bars, the
LSH will show up as a V pattern on the time frequency plane,
while in the case of mixed eccentricity and if m = p / 2 , one of
the frequency components related to the fault situation, will
start at being equal to the supply frequency and will end up in
having a frequency just above half the supply frequency
(assuming a value of slip close to 0). These characteristic
patterns are depicted in Fig. 1.

I.

used one, in the fault detection literature.
In the case of eccentricity, and more specifically, of mixed
eccentricity, which is the most commonly encountered type of
eccentricity fault, another group of components, with
frequencies given by the following equation, is expected [7]:


 1− s 
f ecc = 1 ± m 
  fs ,
 p 


INTRODUCTION

Recently, the field of electrical machines has received
increasing attention, towards the development and application
of fault detection techniques [1], [2]. Among the most common
faults that are encountered in the area of induction motors are:
the opening or shorting of one or more of the stator's phase
windings [3], the presence of broken rotor bar(s) or cracked
rotor's end-rings [4], air-gap irregularities [5], bearing faults,
and eccentricity faults [6].
For the detection of these faults and more specifically, for
the case of broken bars or eccentricity, various input signals
have been used quite successfully. However, methods that rely
only on the use of currents, like the (Motor Current Signature
Analysis (MCSA) [7], [8]) are usually preferred mainly due to
their non-invasive nature. The underlying philosophy of those
methods is to detect the presence of specific components
created by the fault.

k = 1, 2,...

Therefore lately, scenarios where more than one faults can
be present at the same time are investigated as in [15]-[17]. In
[15], a filter bank combined with high-resolution spectral
analysis was used for the estimation of faulty components
caused by multiple faults (broken bars, eccentricity, bearing

(1)

where f s is the fundamental frequency and s is the slip. Among
the various components, the Lower (or Left) Sideband
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(2)

Various methods under the term Transient MCSA have
been proposed for the detection and quantification of the
aforementioned components [10]-[14]. Among the different
proposed approaches for the diagnosis of these faults or
combination of them, the investigation of single faults
diagnosis methods has dominated the literature. However, the
simultaneous presence of electromechanical faults is the rule
and not the exception in industrial settings.

For the case of broken bars, the frequencies of the fault
component are given by the following equation:

fb = (1 ± 2 ⋅ k ⋅ s ) f s ,

m = 1, 2,...
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case of mixed eccentricity the faulty component at steady state
(assuming a small value of the slip) lies quite apart from the
fundamental/supply frequency. Therefore in this work, unlike
the case in [20], the window of the current retained for further
processing was selected to be approximately 1.5 times the
duration of the transient. The end of the transient is detected
using a moving window as in [20].

faults). In [16] a cascade of neural networks was trained to
recognize among different fault scenarios, including
simultaneous faults. In [17] different faults were investigated
through the characteristic “fingerprint” they leave on the
decomposed start-up current via Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT). However this approach has not been yet automated.

B. Time Frequency Representation
There are many tools that can be used for the analysis of the
time-frequency evolution of signals. Among them STFT or
window Fourier transform is probably the simplest and most
widely used method. Formally is given by Eq. (3), where
w ( t ) represents the window function:
∞
− jωτ
X ( t , ω) = ∫ x ( τ )w ( τ − t ) e
dτ
(3)
−∞
In this work the time-frequency content below the
fundamental frequency is considered. For that range, the
components created by the broken bar and the eccentricity
would have instantaneous frequencies that approximately
would look like those in Fig. 1.
As it can be seen in Fig. 2.a which depicts the spectrogram
of different fault scenarios (normalized and measured in dB),
even though the ideal scenario is not met, both the V pattern
and the component created by the eccentricity can be spotted,
even though they are a bit distorted.

Fig. 1. Approximate evolution of the instantaneous frequency of faulty
components during start-up.

In this work the presence of a broken bar as well as mixedeccentricity faults are examined within the framework of multilabel classification [18], [19]. The proposed novel method uses
the time frequency representation of the start-up current as a
means for feature extraction. Furthermore, this specific
approach, on the one hand has the advantage that allows the
aforementioned faulty components to “draw” distinctive
pattern on the time frequency plane, while on the other hand
poses the challenge of adequately handling the high
dimensional representation of the produced time frequency
plane. To cope with the latter, a number of steps are involved
including the application of a two-dimensional variant of the
Piecewise Aggregate Approximation (PAA) and Principal
Component Analysis (PCA). The final diagnosis is
accomplished within the multi-label classification framework
using a very simple binary classifier. The whole procedure is
tested using simulations coming from a model of an induction
machine, which can accommodate various types of faults.

C. Dimensionality Reduction
The STFT creates a time-frequency representation,
practically an image, which has quite high dimensionality. In
order to alleviate the “curse of dimensionality” problem two
dimensionality reduction techniques are employed.
2D Piecewise Aggregate Approximation
PAA was originally developed for one dimensional signals
[21] but since then a two dimensional variant has also been
used for reducing the dimensionality of images [20], [22]. In
this work 2D PAA is used to transform the high resolution
STFT “image” to a more compact representation (Fig. 2.b).
Principal Component Analysis

II. PROPOSED APPROACH

Even after the application of PAA, the resulting image has
a dimension (for this specific implementation) of 10x5, which
means that a feature vector of 50 elements will be created.
Therefore a second stage is employed to further reduce the
dimensionality. In the field of dimensionality reduction many
algorithms have been proposed over the past decade. However
it turns out that PCA can be quite competitive to other more
advanced methods, when it comes to real life problems [23].
PCA transforms the original data by projecting them to just a
few of the eigenvectors of their covariance matrix that
correspond to the largest eigenvalues [24].

The proposed approach builds upon our previous work on
broken bar fault diagnosis using the time frequency
representation of the start-up current produced via the shorttime Fourier transform (STFT) [20]. That approach is extended
to the multi-label case with most of the building blocks
remaining the same. For completeness, each stage is presented
in brief in the following subsections, while the multi-label
stage is presented in more detail since it is new in the field of
induction fault diagnosis.
A. Transient Isolation
In this work the isolation of the end of the transient is
important. However contrary to the case of broken bars, where
at the end of the transient the faulty component gets close and
is usually masked by the fundamental/supply frequency, in the

D. Multi-label classification
Standard classification algorithms assume that a given
instance (also referred to as example or data point) is
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associated with a single label λi from a set of disjoint labels
Λ [18]. In other words, each instance belongs to just one class
λi . However in some domains, instances can actually be
associated with a set of labels Y ⊆ Λ , or using a pattern
classification terminology, instances can belong to more than
one class and thus. these kind of problems fall under the
umbrella of multi-label classification [18].

label that means that this label/class corresponds to labels λ1
and λ2 (e.g. {broken bar and eccentricity}) of the original
data set.
On one hand, LP has the advantage of taking into
consideration potential correlations between the labels. On the
other hand it has the disadvantage that it can become
computationally intractable for large label sets. For this
specific application, due to the small number of classes,
computational complexity is not an issue.

(a)

E. Minimum Mahalanobis distance classifier
As it was mentioned, the problem transformation methods,
have the advantage that common classifiers can be used once
the transformed data sets are created. In this work, for the
multiclass classification problem that arises in the case of the
LP transformation the, Minimum Mahalanobis distance
classifiers is used [24], selected for its simplicity and its lack
of hyper-parameters that would need extra tuning.
III. METHOD EVALUATION

Time

(b)

A. Simulation model
The analytical model used to obtain the simulated
waveforms, published in [25], was specifically revised to
reproduce the effect of several faults, including electrical
asymmetries. Broken bars are simulated by increasing the
resistance of this element, up to a level, where the circulating
current is negligible, whilst static and dynamic eccentricity are
reproduced by modifying the airgap's permeance value. Since
saturation is not considered in this model, these values are
scaled to approximate the results obtained in the actual
equipment.

Fig. 2. a)Time-frequency plane of a motor with both mixed-eccentricity and
one broken bar, b) 2D PAA

B. Experimental Procedure - Results
Using the simulation model described in the previous
subsection, a motor with two pair of poles is simulated for the
following scenarios: a) healthy motor, b) motor with one
broken bar, c) motor with mixed eccentricity and d) motor
with mixed eccentricity and one broken bar. For each
condition ten different start-ups are generated with different
durations. For the case of mixed eccentricity, various degrees
of static and dynamic eccentricity are simulated within the
rage of 5%-35%.
Furthermore, three different values for the number of
retained components are tested (two, three and four). The
leave-one-out (loo) testing procedure is used and the results in
terms of absolute accuracy are summarized in Table I. As it
can be seen with the use of only two principal components,
not all the relevant information is captured leading to
somewhat reduced performance.

In this case, two basic approaches can be applied: a)
problem transformation and b) algorithm adaptation. The
former involves the transformation of the multi-label
classification problem into one or more single-label
classification problems, which can be tackled with any
conventional classification algorithm, while the latter, relies on
the adaptation of classification algorithms to directly handle
multiple labels per instance. In this work the Label Powerset
(LP) approach is used [18], which belongs to the first family.
Label Powerset
The LP transformation simply treats each unique label set
encountered in the training set as one of the classes in a
multiclass classification scheme. Therefore, after the
transformation, any conventional multiclass algorithm can be
used. For example consider the following hypothetical data set
{{λ1 , λ2 } , {λ1} , {λ1 , λ3 } , {λ3 }} . The original dataset has three
labels {λ1 , λ2 , λ3 } (e.g. in a fault detection framework for
induction motors the labels could be {broken bar, eccentricity,
bearing faults}). The transformed data will have four classes,
and the corresponding set will be {λ1− 2 , λ1 , λ1−3 , λ3 } . Note that
we no longer have sets but single labels – i.e. λ1− 2 is a single

TABLE I.

CLASSIFICATION RESULTS

PCs

2

3

Accuracy

90%

100%

4
100%
a.
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PCs-Principal Components

[9]

IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work a multi-label classification approach for the
diagnosis of multiple faults in induction motors was presented.
This is the first time that such an approach is employed for the
case of induction motors, especially during the start up.
Furthermore, the approach investigated the cases of broken
bars and mixed-eccentricity with promising results. Regarding
the number of retained principal components, there seems to
be a good compromise for this specific setting.
The proposed approach is a data driven approach. Therefore
further investigation is needed involving more data as well as
data coming from experimental settings. Further investigation
is also required regarding the selection of optimal parameters
of the feature extraction stages. On the other hand the method
is general enough so as to be applied to different scenarios.
In future work the method will be tested using other fault
conditions, such as bearing faults and winding shorts, using
also experimental data. Moreover different methods from the
field of multi-label learning will be examined.
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